Protect your data and employees with

Chrome Enterprise

With hundreds of millions of business users, Chrome is the most trusted enterprise browser.¹

With employees spending more time on the web than ever before, the browser has become the heart of the modern workday. No longer just a portal to the internet, the browser is the new front line of defense for businesses, and a strategic security layer of the enterprise tech stack.

With automatic, built-in security features that detect over 40,000 phishing attacks and more than 1,000 malware sites daily, Chrome makes it safe and easy for users to access the web content they need from anywhere, with any device.

Google innovation in every tab

Tap into the broadest and deepest technology ecosystem on the web, and help your employees do their best work.

A rich array of productivity tools are built-in to help users, such as Google Search, Google Translate, and more.

Chrome’s update infrastructure is reliable and stable, supporting fast and secure automatic updates for billions of users.

Google’s expertise in AI and ML improves Chrome’s user experience, accessibility, and security every day.

¹Based on Chrome Enterprise brand tracker studies
A more productive way to work in every tab

Help your employees work safely and efficiently from any device.

Access open tabs on any device
With Chrome sync, your browser history, bookmarks, apps, extensions, payment information, and even open tabs follow you from device to device throughout the day.

Find files and info faster
Use the address bar to search for your tabs, bookmarks, Google Drive files, and history.

Give users what they want
Set employees up for success at work with the browser they already know and love.

Stay focused
Group related tabs together to stay organized. You can also mute site notifications or use an extension to hide distracting pages when you need to focus.

Secure enterprise browsing adapted to your organization
Use Zero Trust policies to keep customer and company data safe from insider and outsider threats.

Protect users from web-based threats
Google’s Safe Browsing helps your users steer clear of infected or malicious sites, providing timely warnings to prevent users from visiting them.

Never trust, always verify
Continuously authenticate individuals, devices, and services that are attempting to access company resources.

Implement fast zero day fixes
Chrome applies updates to zero day vulnerabilities and critical fixes faster than other Chromium browsers.

Set permissions for extensions
Create allowlists and blocklists for extensions or use a permissions-based approach to security.

Easy, centralized, cross-platform management
Seamlessly apply controls, policies, and advanced reporting in a way that meets your business needs.

Manage your fleet from anywhere
Use Chrome’s cloud management tool to configure policies and settings for all your Chrome deployments – no matter the operating system, device, or location.

Gain greater visibility
Review browser details and access detailed reporting to make more informed decisions around users and security.

Manage apps and extensions in one place
Set up workflows to allow end users to request extensions your IT team can approve or deny.

Connect your ecosystem
Chrome’s cloud management tool works across your existing IT stack. For enterprises using traditional on-prem tools, Chrome provides templates for Group Policy.

To learn more about Chrome Enterprise, visit chrome.com/enterprise